which annually allocates significant funding to research and fish recovery projects.
Research needs, long-term solutions
To inform future decision-making, Carlson
identified several critical research needs for the
Klamath Basin. First, better information is needed
about the region’s fish and their recovery. Regulators have focused on lake levels and river flows
because they are manageable, but these ”may not
be the most important factors,” Carlson says.
Second, better information is needed on the entire Klamath Basin ecosystem so that decisions can
be made on a broader basis than what is good for
single species. ”Water being sent downstream for
the salmon was being taken away from bald
eagles,” Carlson notes.
Third, more research should focus on restoration ecology of entire watersheds: ”What happened here is an example of how badly we need
that information,” Carlson says.
Fourth, Carlson says interagency cooperation
and coordination must be improved. In the Klamath Basin, as many as 30 federal, state, tribal and
local public agencies have been working “almost
at cross-purposes.”
According to fish expert Moyle, one of the most
important research needs is a standardized annual
monitoring program for fish and water quality.
“The data is so fragmented right now,” he says.
The Klamath Basin situation is so complex and
contentious that Moyle also recommends a comprehensive effort along the lines of CALFED, the
federal-state interagency consortium that has been
working since 1995 to resolve water-use conflicts
in the San Francisco Bay-San Joaquin Delta region.
In March 2002, President Bush appointed the Klamath River Basin Federal Working Group, which
includes the secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce
and Interior.
Proposed solutions to the Klamath Basin’s water conundrum include a federal buyout of farmland from willing sellers, the promotion of
irrigation improvements and less water-intensive
crops, federal assistance to diversify the regional
economy and the establishment of water banks.
Environmental organizations are calling for a
comprehensive wetlands and habitat restoration
plan on the scale of the current effort to save the
Florida Everglades. ’
Carlson believes that stakeholders in the region
are moving toward a more coordinated response.
”The crisis was a wakeup call that this is serious
and decisions have wide-ranging impacts,” he
says. ”The stakeholders are determined to develop more of a planned response so future water
shortages don’t come as such a drastic shock.”

-Janet Byron

